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Originating from Europe, Blackberry

is considered a weed of national

significance. This weed has a

sprawling habit, with larger canes

becoming woody. Foliage occurs in

groups of 3 or 5 leaflets, with white

flowers appearing in late spring.
It forms dense, impenetrable thorny

thickets which can exclude all

indigenous vegetation and produce

up to 13,000 seeds per cubic metre

of foliage. Seeds are transported

along watercourses, by birds or

animals such as foxes.
Blackberry also reproduces from root

suckers and from the tips of

branches touching the ground and

taking root. Property owners have a

legal responsibility to control this

plant on their properties.

A native to the Mediterranean,

stems of the Three-cornered

Garlic have a triangular cross-

section and a pungent onion-

like smell when the plant is

crushed.

It can form dense mats from

underground bulbs which

crowd out indigenous ground

flora and prevent the spring

recruitment of overstorey

species. It establishes mostly

in sheltered, shady areas.

It spreads mostly from new

bulbs on the stem post-

flowering in November.Blackberry
Rubus fruticosus

Three-cornered Garlic
Allium triquetrum

Dog Rose and Briar Rose
Rosa spp.

Phalaris

Phalaris aquatica

Originating from Europe, West

Asia and North India, Briar and

Dog Roses were originally used

for hedging and ornamental

purposes. Briar and Dog Roses

are large deciduous shrubs to 3 m

tall and often provide harbour for

foxes and rabbits.

The seed of Briar and Dog roses

are dispersed by surface water

flow and by birds and animals

which eat the rosehip. Seeds can

be viable in soil for 3-4 years. The

fleshy fruit is also thought to be a

host for fruit fly.
These plants commonly form

dense thickets which crowd out

indigenous shrubs and prevent

overstorey regeneration.

This perennial grass originates

from the Mediterranean and has

become widely used as a pasture

grass inAustralia.

Phalaris forms a dense, deep-

rooted clump and can grow up to

1.6 m tall if not grazed. It can

invade and out compete most

indigenous ground flora including

native grasses.

Phalaris flowers in summer and

the small seeds are dispersed by

wind, surface water flow, animals,

and machinery.

The build up of dead material in

the centre of the plant also

provides significantly more

combustible material than native

grasses.

A northern hemisphere plant,

Willows have rapidly developed a

reputation as a problem weed

s p e c i e s , e s p e c i a l l y a l o n g

watercourses. They range from 5-

30m in height and can have single or

multiple trunks.

Wi l lows spread when stem

fragments become embedded in the

river banks. Stem fragments will root

and grow very successful ly

regardless of conditions provided

there is an ample water supply.

Willows will modify stream shape

and function, water quality, fauna

h a b i t a t a n d c o m p e t e w i t h

indigenous vegetation.

Originating in Europe, Gorse was

introduced as a hedging plant and is

now considered a weed of national

significance. Gorse is a dense,

prickly shrub, reaching widths and

heights of 2-4 m. Yellow flowers occur

twice a year in autumn and early

spring.

Infestations of Gorse exclude

indigenous vegetation. They also

make the surrounding soil more

acidic and drop nitrogen-rich leaf

litter which changes the composition

of the soil.

Gorse reproduces from seeds which

can remain dormant in soil for several

years. Any disturbance of the soil

around Gorse may result in high

levels of germination.

Gorse
Ulex europaeus

Willow
Salix spp.

Periwinkle is an evergreen creeper

which can grow to 50 cm tall which

develops a stem 1-2 m long. It

produces blue or mauve flowers in

spring to early summer.

Periwinkle grows in a variety of

locations and will tolerate most

conditions. It is generally spread

inadvertently by humans when it

outgrows the garden or is illegally

dumped as garden waste. Stem

fragments will root from nodes and

spreads to form dense mats,

often covering several square

meters.

Periwinkle completely covers the

ground which excludes and can

smother indigenous vegetation.

Periwinkle is poisonous to livestock.

rapidly

Periwinkle
Vinca major

Originating from Europe, Poplars are

a n i n t r o d u c e d g a r d e n a n d

ornamental plant which are now

spread ing unchecked a long

watercourses.

They are tall, narrow, upright trees to

20 m with round leaves. Leaves are

lost in a deciduous leaf drop in

autumn.

Infestations shade out other

vegetation and cover the soil with a

thick mulch of autumn leaves which

inhibit the regeneration of indigenous

species and change the soil

composition.

Large autumn leaf drops also

increase pollution and eutrophication

of watercourses.

Poplar
Populus sp.
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